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TORI puts up her thumb and raises it. TORI and ETHAN laugh
again and SARA gets upset, walking over to the ticket
counter.

FADE TO:

SCENE 3A INT. MOVIE THEATER LOBBY - MORNING

GRACE and LIAM enter the lobby holding a camera facing
themselves mid-video introduction.

CAMERA POV

LIAM is holding raw meats and vegetables while GRACE holds
the camera and multiple lighters.

GRACE
(enthusiastically)

Ight, Liam. You ready to see if we
can cook a steak dinner in a
theater using only these lighters?

(holds the lighter up to
the camera)

LIAM
I just hope we get passed security.

GRACE
Don't worry 'bout it.

(looks into the camera)
We tight with the crew.

GRACE turns the camera off and puts it, along with the
lighters in her pockets. LIAM attempts to hide the food in
his pockets as well as under his shirt. They walk up to the
counter. The trio, with ETHAN still looking disheveled,
stare at the two, confused.

GRACE (CONT'D)
Sup, fam?

TORI
You know we can see what you're
doing, right?

GRACE and LIAM look at each other innocently.

TORI (CONT'D)
We're not stupid. I watched you
walk in with an ear of corn.
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LIAM
(scoffs)

What?

SARA
Look, policy says "no outside food
or drink".

(she points to a nearby
sign)

LIAM takes the ear of corn out of his pocket and sets it on
the counter top, however, he leaves the meats on him.

SARA  (CONT'D)
Though I've got to hand it to you,
these pranks are getting more and
more creative.

        LIAM                           GRACE

       Thanks!                        We try!

They attempt a high five and miss. They try again.

SARA (CONT'D)
I'll ring you up. What movie would
you like to see?

TORI
What haven't they seen? They come
in here almost every day.

ETHAN
Yeah, why do you keep letting them
in, Sara?

SARA
Some days they're the only business
we get.

SLOW MOTION

GRACE and LIAM point to what they want to watch and SARA
gives them tickets. We hear the front doorbell ring and see
TORI's demeanor change ultimately. Everyone notices and
looks toward the door to see CHRISTIAN spraying a cologne
cloud, and walking through it, toward them. Once he reaches
the counter, LIAM grabs the corn.

LIAM
Thanks for the ticket, Sara!



End


